16 November 2012

Mr Robin Shreeve
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Workplace and Productivity Agency (Agency)
By email: SOL@awpa.gov.au

Dear Mr Shreeve,

RE:

SUBMISSION TO THE SKILLS OCCUPATIONAL LIST (SOL) 2013

Thank you for providing the agrifood industries the opportunity to inform the Agency
in relation to the formation of the Skills Occupation List (SOL) for 2013.
The National Farmers’ Federation (NFF) was established in 1979 and is the peak
national body representing farmers, and more broadly, agriculture across Australia.
The NFF’s membership comprises all Australia’s major agricultural commodities.
Operating under a federated structure, individual farmers join their respective state
farm organisation and/or national commodity council. These organisations form the
NFF. Following a restructure of the organisation in 2009 a broader cross section of
the agricultural sector has been enabled to become members of the NFF, including the
breadth and the length of the supply chain.
NFF has consistently engaged in policy interaction with government regarding skills
issues, providing high-level important recommendations to support compliers
engagement in a range of workforce skills development programs. We consider the
SOL 2013 to be of critical importance to the future labour supply to the Agriculture
Industries. In our submission we call for:-
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Recommendations:

NFF believes that, given the difficulty regional employers face recruiting local
people with relevant skills and attracting skills to regional areas, some
concessions under the Subclass 457 visa and in the Working Holiday Visa
(Subclass 417 visa) Programs should be introduced to address acute skill and
labour shortages, especially in regional areas.



In a climate of re-emerging skills and labour shortages, it is imperative that the
SOL contains sufficient flexibility to meet the immediate needs of industry as
well as long-term needs of the economy. In particular: NFF calls upon the Commonwealth Government to initiate
annual, comprehensive and nationally standardised labour
demand surveys on which to base the SOL. Accurate assessment
of labour demand is critical for the development of industry
strategies.



A detailed paper has been prepared for the National Agribusiness Education,
Skills and Labour Taskforce (NEST) which clearly identifies that labour
supply and demand is being thwarted by current classifications and definitions
contained within the ABS ANZSCO series (see Attachment 1). NFF calls
upon Government to address the problem posed to the agrifood industry, due
to reliance upon the outdated ANZSCO series.



NFF believes that not only should the SOL better reflect short-term industry
needs, but the additional requirements placed on employers in either visa
classes should be reviewed to minimise barriers to addressing skill shortages.
In particular: Greater flexibility in migration mechanisms to enable labour to
be more readily supplied to the Agri industries, which will
increasingly face critical labour shortages across all of our
sectors.
 NFF calls upon Government to establish a mechanism to convert
from a 417 visa (WHV) to a longer-stay 457 visa, if the farm
employer backs such an application.



NFF recommends greater resources be provided to enhance Australia’s
AID delivery of vocational education and training (VET) to be expanded
to include training for the agrifood industries under the Australia Pacific
Technical College system. Such training would expand skilled labour
provision, a work ready labour supply and labour migration pathways
for our industries, through both the Regional Migration Agreement
(RMA) and the Seasonal Worker Scheme.



Given the national importance of our industry for food security and
export markets, we believe that workforce restructuring needs to be
closely monitored in order to provide the evidence base for national
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policies and programs which aim to provide solutions to the challenges
created by these changes. NFF recommends that: The National Agribusiness Education, Skills and Labour
Taskforce (NEST) develop well-evidenced and robust national
long-term workforce strategy for the agrifood sector.

Skill Stream of the Migration Program
NFF is aware the Government has emphasised the need to attract skilled migrants
who contribute to the Australian economy in the long term and has argued that a more
strategic approach was required in the development of the SOL. As a result, the SOL
targeted a small number of highly skilled occupations determined by the Agency to be
of critical importance to the Australian economy. The SOL focuses on specialised
occupations that require a long lead in time of formal education and training and
where the economic impact of not having those skills is significant. The previous SOL
had more than 400 occupations. The new list of occupations, announced by the
Minister on 1 July 2012, includes 174 occupations. With only seven (7) occupations
available to be accessed through the Skilled Occupation List (SOL): Schedule 1, as at
1 July 2012 relating to agriculture is:OCCUPATION
Land Economist
Agriculture Engineer
Agriculture Consultant
Agriculture Scientist
Forester
Occupational Health and Safety Advisor
Diesel Motor Mechanic

ANZSCO
224511
233912
234111
234112
234113
251312
321212

The Department of Immigration and Citizenship (DIAC) granted a total of 113,730
visas in the Skill Stream of the Migration Program in 2010-11, which is an effective
5.6% increase from 2009-10.1
Skills shortages can be partially addressed through skilled migration programs.
However, the challenges for policy makers, and from business, is to ensure that
Australia is recognised as a destination of preferred choice for skilled migrants.
Intake should reflect immediate and future skills shortages needs, and be flexible
enough to fill actual and projected gaps in labour market activity.
Skilled migration is not, and should not be seen as, a panacea for skills shortages or a
substitute for a robust domestic training effort. While skilled migration can deliver
skilled labour for immediate emerging shortages in relatively short time-frames, it can
only complement domestic training arrangements, which must deliver the backbone
of Australia’s skilled labour needs.

1

Department of Immigration and Citizenship, Annual Report 2010-11, page 51.
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The skilled component of the migration program should complement other initiatives
to meet skills shortages, such as training Australian school leavers and the expansion
of the labour pool. This can be achieved in combination with retraining existing
personnel to upgrade their skills and facilitate people returning to the workforce after
retirement, injury, unemployment or as recipients of welfare.
Skills shortage and short-term requirements of employers
NFF supports the Government's policy of attracting skilled migrants who will
contribute to the Australian economy in the long term and the argument that a more
strategic approach was required in the development of the SOL. As a result, the SOL
targeted a small number of highly skilled occupations in areas determined by the
Agency to be of critical importance to the Australian economy. The new list focuses
on specialised occupations requiring a long lead in time of formal education and
training, and where economic impact of not having those skills is significant. The list
of occupations announced by Minister Bowen on 1 July 2012 entitled Consolidated
Sponsored Occupation List (CSOL) contains 33 occupations which can be accessed
for a visa. In the view of NFF an oversight has occurred in the compilation of the SOL
and/or CSOL that is the omission of ‘Farm Overseers’. It’s our view that primary
industry management occupations appear to be omitted.
Farm Managers and Overseers are common in the industry. They are not farmers who
generally own the land or share farm the land; they are managers who work for
farmers. As the industry moves towards larger farming units we are seeing this
occupation division more clearly defined in separate job roles. NFF recommends the
inclusion of ‘Farm Overseers’ and/or Supervisor into the SOL and/or CSOL at a
matter of priority.
We support the Government’s policy of attracting skilled labour to Australia for their
potential contributions to economic growth and innovation. However, skilled labour
does not fit within the workplace in isolation of other demographic qualities and
requires a mix of skilled and semi-skilled labour to be of greatest benefit. This is
particularly true in the agricultural sectors, which is emerging from a protracted
drought and facing skills shortages. This is noted in the report entitled ‘Skill Shortage
Australia’, published in June 2011 and states:“Shortages across the group (Agriculture, animal, and horticulture
occupations) have been patchy over the past decade, although it is
noteworthy that shortages of the professional level occupations of
agriculture scientist/consultant have remained relatively persistent.”2
While labour and skills shortages face many industries in Australia, the plight of
agriculture will worsen relative to other industries. Major factors that are
compounding are: the aging of our workforce, the national perception of the relative
unattractiveness of careers in our industry; and atrophying of labour supply to
industries in regional Australia.

2

Labour Market Research and Analysis Branch of DEEWR, National Skill Shortage Australia, June 2011, see
page 50.
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Under the current framing of the SOL, a worrying indication of the structural problem
within the SOL, which if left unresponded to may have serious economic and social
consequences and impacts for the agrifood industry.
We note the Government has released the ‘Green Paper’ produced to inform the
development of a National Food Plan White Paper. The Green Paper has highlighted
the breadth of policy and regulatory matters related to food production and food
security in Australia. One area of concern raised within NFFs response to
Government, is industry’s access to an appropriately trained and skilled workforce
which will enhance productivity.
Barriers for Agri industries
The Government has argued that employer sponsored migration matches migrants
directly to jobs in Australia and is therefore the best method to ensure the labour
market gets the skills it needs to satisfy short-term requirements of the economy. The
Government maintains that it is therefore important that the smaller number of
independent skilled migration places that are available are filled by migrants with
skills that are critical to Australia's economic development in the medium to longterm.
While Agri businesses appreciate the flexibility of employer sponsored visa
categories, the Government's reasoning fails to recognise that small farm employers
find it more difficult to access employer sponsored pathways due to compliance
requirements, paperwork, associated costs and red tape. For example, the introduction
of market salary rates and training benchmarks were part of a wider package of
reforms in 2009. Members of NFF have indicated that it is prohibitive for them to
comply with Temporary Skilled Migration Income Threshold ($51,400.00) or the
English Language Salary Exemption Threshold.
Development of the SOL
We are aware that the criteria used to develop the SOL included the following:




Where the skills are specialised and there is a long lead in time to develop
them.
Where there is a good fit between what people are trained for and the jobs that
are available.
Where there is significant disruption if the skills are in short supply.
Where there is sufficient information to access the future demand for skill.

These criteria go some way to identify occupations that may experience future
demand, but does not adequately respond to short-term needs of the economy,
particularly the agricultural sector experiencing short-term storage shortages, such as
in the horticulture and dairy sectors.
In this respect we would support the inclusion of a fifth criterion to be introduced into
the SOL; that the SOL seeks to support current government policy. This provides both
business and the SOL with the flexibility to meet on demand, emerging skills and
labour shortages without the need for ongoing review. Industry is willing to assist in
defining what “semi skills” are required to deliver on current government policy
relating to food security.
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In addition to structural changes to the SOL to support permanent migration, we
support a demand driven approach to skilled temporary labour migration and urge
flexibility in benchmarks and obligations, particularly the implementation of the
Market Salary Level requirements in order to maximise access to skilled labour.
The skills and labour shortages which face the Australian agricultural sector have
acute and chronic elements. In recent years acute labour shortages have been
influenced by the impacts of extended drought, strong growth within the mining
sector but also seasonal aspects related to agricultural production systems. The
emergence of a chronic shortage of skills and labour is a significant concern for the
industry and strategies to address these shortages need long-term support through the
migration program.
Employer sponsored workers
NFF members have expressed concern about the difficulty in accessing in the 457
visa program. Regional employers have indicated market salary rates were often
below Temporary Skilled Migration Income Threshold or the English Language
Salary Exemption Threshold.
Given the difficulty that regional and rural employers face recruiting local people with
relevant skills and attracting semi skilled people to remote areas, NFF believes that
some concessions should be reintroduced to address acute skills requirements in
regional areas.3
NFF calls upon Government to establish a mechanism to convert from a 417 visa
(WHV) to a longer-stay 457 visa, if the farm employer supports such an
application.
In summary, we remain supportive of the Australian migration system, employer
sponsored program and the SOL, but believe the SOL should be flexible enough to
reflect the changing and elastic short and longer term needs of the agriculture
industries as skills and labour shortages emerge.
This submission has been endorsed by the National Farmers’ Federation Workplace
Relations Committee. Additional to this letter we provide a completed pro forma
document and a research paper entitled ‘Skills Supply and the ANZSCO Codes:
Urgent Concerns and Implications for AgriFood Industry Sustainability’ which in our
view outlines the current limitations within the ANZSCO series, as it operates in
relation to agriculture.
We welcome the opportunity to respond in more detail to assist with reframing the
SOL 2013 to assist with meeting agriculture industries requirements. If you wish to
discuss any of the issues raised in this submission, please contact Mr Brian Duggan
(contact details below).

3

From 14 September 2009, employers in regional Australia were no longer eligible for concessions in meeting the
minimum salary and skills requirements for the nominated position under the subclass 457 Visa program.
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Yours sincerely

MATT LINNEGAR
Chief Executive Officer
National Farmers’ Federation

Mr Brian Duggan
Manager – Workplace Relations & Legal Affairs
National Farmers’ Federation
Address: PO Box E10, KINGSTON ACT 2600
Tel: (02) 6269 5666
Email: bduggan@nff.org.au
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Appendix A
These attachments are sub-sector summaries of occupations in demand as per
question 5 of the pro forma:Major challenges & trends
 Attracting, training and retraining workers at all skill levels.
 Growing contemporary industry leaders and securing their engagement in
skills and workforce development.
 Linking skill development with industry licensing and compliance
requirements.
 Ensuring occupational health and safety, and food safety form an integrated
approach to risk management.
 Evolving job roles which require higher and often technician orientated skills.
 Diffusing new practice and knowledge from research and development work
into the workforce via formal training.
New and emerging skills
 Genetics, selective breeding and biotechnology.
 Value adding, supply chain skills underpinned by new technologies.
 Natural resource management.
 Compliance and regulatory requirements.
 Biosecurity, emergency pest and disease response.
 Animal behavior, health and welfare.
 Market research and marketing.
Reported labour shortages
 Farm Overseers
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Meat
Comprises meat processing, meat wholesaling, meat retailing, small goods
manufacturing and food services. Approximately 5,800 enterprises employ around
55,000 workers and generate GDP in excess of $16 billion per annum. Around 10,000
workers undertake Australian Apprenticeships each year; a further 1,000 undertake
higher level training supported by industry.
Major challenges & trends
 Lifting employee retention rates.
 Up skilling existing workers to fill vacancies as 457/417 visa holders depart.
 Developing skills and knowledge to meet changing regulator and customer
requirements.
 Actively embedding career paths and rewarding job design.
 Growing contemporary industry leaders to drive high quality workforce
development practices.
 Lifting innovation capability and capacity of enterprises.
New and emerging skills
 Skills and knowledge to address national and international standards in meat
safety, meat quality, animal welfare and specific customer requirements.
 Processing and supply chain skills underpinned by new technologies and
world class research and development.
Reported labour shortages
 Farm Overseers.
 Butcher.
 Meat Inspector.
 Meat Process Worker.
 Product Quality Controller.
 Slaughterer, Boner and Slicer.
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Agriculture, horticulture and Conservation overview
Comprises rural production (commonly referred to as ‘agriculture’); amenity
horticulture; conservation and land management; animal care and management. Over
460,000 people are directly employed across the sectors.
Major challenges & trends
 Attracting, skilling and retaining workers at all levels.
 Creating sustainable, robust labour pools.
 Building individual enterprise capability to become ‘employers of choice’.
 Evolving job roles which require higher, often technician orientated skills.
 Building adaptive capacity of enterprises underpinned by new technologies
and world class research and development.
 Building environmentally sustainable production systems capable of
delivering strong economic returns.
New and emerging skills
 Supply chain management.
 Natural resource management – biodiversity, sustainable management of land,
water and vegetation.
 Biosecurity, emergency pest and disease response.
Reported labour shortages
 Farm Overseers.
 Agricultural Laborer.
 Agricultural Technician and Consultant.
 Animal Attendants and Trainer.
 Arborist.
 Conservation Officer.
 Crop Farm Worker.
 Crop Farmers.
 Environment and Agricultural Science Professionals.
 Farm Manager.
 General Farm hand.
 Green keeper.
 Indigenous Land and Sea Manager.
 Importers, Exporters and Wholesalers.
 Irrigation Supervisor and Grain Handler.
 Landscape Gardener.
 Livestock Farmers.
 Mixed Crop and Livestock Farmer.
 Nurserypersons.
 Other Agricultural/Horticultural (includes irrigation installers and jackeroos).
 Park Ranger.
 Rural Technical Representative.
 Sales and Marketing Manager.
 Science Technical Officers.
 Shearer.
 Soil Scientist.
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Station Hands/Jackaroo/Jillaroo.
Veterinary Nurse.
Veterinarian.

National Farmers Federation
November 2013
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Appendix B
The Skilled Occupations List and the Need for Robust Data
Additional Comments
The creation of a nationally comprehensive Skilled Occupations List (SOL) is
fundamental to informing the strategic planning and direction of agriculture given that
labour availability is the biggest single constraint.
The Senate Inquiry into Higher education and skills training to support agriculture and
agribusiness in Australia (June 2012) stated:“Agriculture and agribusiness are key employers and export earners for the Australian
economy. In 2009–10, the gross value of agriculture, forestry and fisheries was $43.6
billion, or three per cent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The agriculture sector also
has impacts beyond the value of its production through its support of the wider food
supply chain. This includes food and beverage processing, manufacturing, distribution,
wholesaling, retailing, food services and trade. The turnover of food and beverage
processing alone is in excess of $70 billion per year. Clearly, agriculture and
agribusiness are key components of the Australian economy. Despite this, a critical
skills shortage has developed which threatens the ability of the agricultural sector to
4
continue to grow and meet increasing global demand for food and fibre.” [Emphasis
added]

NFF is concerned that the SOL list is not based on nationally collected
standardized data, and call for the Commonwealth Government to undertake an
annual labour demand survey across the primary industries, and base the SOL
on this data;
A SOL list based on comprehensive data will be critical in structuring Australia’s
future regional development and labour migration needs. The Agrifood’s sectors face
serious attrition of their workforce in the next 8 years due to retirements, mortality
and injuries and out migration for employment in other sectors;
Both well co-ordinated regional development and international migration strategies
based on attracting and retaining workers in regional Australia will constitute a key
solution to meeting our medium to long term skills and labour shortfall. Adequate
data is fundamental to formulating robust industry strategies;
NFF calls upon Government to establish a mechanism to convert from a 417 visa
(WHV) to a longer-stay 457 visa, if the farm employer backs such an application.

4

Page 11.
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Comments relating to the Submission Pro-Forma
The questions asked are predicated on the assumption that robust data exists which
has predictive capacity and capability. This data is unavailable for agriculture sectors,
and this absence severely hampers the extent to which we can adequately respond to
the questions posed in your pro-forma.
NFF is concerned that the SOL is flawed and these flaws are largely derived from: A serious absence of comprehensive data;
 The lack of relevance of narrow occupational descriptors and the need to
capture new and emerging skills and job roles rather than limit our responses
to outdated descriptors.
 While many descriptors are still valid, occupation descriptors are becoming
increasingly more complex than skilling by occupational title.
 For example, we are witnessing the development of a technician class
of workers who have some management responsibilities. This trend is
occurring in nearly all sectors and indicative of a shift in industry
thinking towards risk management models and lean management
concepts.
Key Data Gaps and Constraints in the Agrifood’s Sector
 ISCs are not resourced sufficiently to comprehensively collect labour and skill
demand data. This should be a Commonwealth Government responsibility.
 As a result, industry estimates of worker and skill needs appear to be
largely anecdotal and lacking rigor due to patchy data availability in
diverse industry sectors and geographies.
 These under resourced estimates created by industry and embedded
into industry Environmental Scans feed directly into the development
of occupations in demand lists and the SOL. Industry estimates are
important and constitute timely insight into changes occurring in
industry, but need to be underpinned/supported by comprehensive
occupations in demand data collected comprehensively, systematically
and regularly by the Commonwealth Government.
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Steps Needed to Meet Industry's Skill Needs and Issues to be Addressed
There is an urgent need for comprehensive national data collection to occur from
which to develop robust SOL lists for agriculture Following the research conducted
by the Australian Farm Institute (2010) study “Towards a Better Understanding of the
Future Human Resource Needs of Australian Agriculture,” we call for the following: To develop an annual national standardised labour and skills survey for the
Australian agriculture sector to deliver contemporary and forward looking data
on labour and skills requirements of the agriculture sector, with a focus on the
peaks and troughs throughout the seasonal production cycle;
 An expansion of the ANZSCO system to include additional industry and
occupational classifications across the Agrifood industries;
 The development of a consistent national standard and concordance for
agricultural production, employment and occupational statistics collection to
ensure consistency and standarisation of reporting and analyses.
National Farmers’ Federation
November 2013

Pro forma for SOL 2013 Submission
The Australian Workforce and Productivity Agency (AWPA) is currently updating the
Skilled Occupation List (SOL) for 2013 and is seeking your input concerning the
occupations/industry sectors represented by your organisation. In particular, we are seeking
evidence of:
 demand and supply imbalance1, both nationally and regionally
 medium-to-long term demand and supply trends which may impact upon the
employment outlook
 formal licensing or registration requirements
(N.B. For the purposes of this exercise, ‘medium-to-long term’ is defined as a period of
around 2 to 10 years).
Please note that the SOL is concerned only with medium-to-long-term skills needs rather
than immediate skills shortages. As such, AWPA is only seeking to obtain information on
longer term trends, rather than immediate shortages and costs.
1. The industry (or industries), and occupation(s) represented by your organisation,
for the purposes of this submission, are:
INDUSTRY/INDUSTRIES

Meat
Sugar Milling
Agriculture, Horticulture, Conservation and Land Management
Animal Care & Management
ANZSCO

OCCUPATION

121111 Aquaculture Farmer
121211 Cotton Grower
121212 Flower Grower
121213 Fruit or Nut Grower
121214 Grain. Oilseed or Pasture Grower
121215
Grape
Grower
2.
Are there
any
occupations that you represent where there is evidence of
121216
Mixed
Crop
imbalances in theFarmer
demand for and supply of skills in the medium-to-long term?
121217
Sugar
Cane
Grower
(Can you please provide a quantified estimate of the demand and supply for your
121218
Turf Grower
nominated
occupation(s) out to 2020, if possible)
121221 Vegetable Grower
There
no expectation
that there will be any over-supply of workers across the
121299is Crop
Farmers nec
agriculture
sectors
to:121312 Beef
Cattledue
Farmer
121313 Dairy Cattle Farmer
A
rapidlyDeer
aging
workforce and increasing retirement rates such that there will be a
121314
Farmer
30%
loss
of
labour
by 2017-18 due to retirements alone.
121315 Goat Farmer
Low
national
levels which are effectively at full employment levels,
121316
Horseunemployment
Breeder
Widespread
siphoning
off
of
prime
121317 Mixed Livestock Farmer age primary industry workers into the mining
1
industry.
Skill demand
and supply (im)balance occurs when the quantity of a given skill supplied by the
121318
Pig Farmer
work
force
and
the
121321 Poultry quantity
Farmerdemanded by employers diverge at the existing market conditions. Labour
market
supplies
and
demands
occupational skills
are shortages
continuouslyof
fluctuating.
At askills
certainacross
point in
These
result inforincreasingly
severe
labour and
121322factors
Sheepwill
Farmer
time, there will be labour market imbalances and accompanying skill imbalances because of the
the
agriculture
industries that
require urgent attention to be given in policy and
121399
Livestock
necwill
disequilibrium
betweenFarmer
the demand
for and supply of skills.
program
development
across
a range
of portfolios (e.g. DEEWR, DAFF, DIAC,
121411 Mixed
Crop and
Livestock
Farmer
RDA).
224511 Land Economist
231111 Aeroplane Pilot
231114 Helicopter Pilot
232112 Landscape Architect

3. Is there evidence of non-metropolitan imbalances in the demand for and supply of
skills in the medium-to-long term?
(If so, can you indicate in what part of Australia and the number in the occupation in overor under-supply)

Refer you the letter accompanying dated 17/11/2012 from National Farmers'
Federation (NFF).
The AgriFood Skills Australia Environmental Scan (2012) revealed that it is
estimated that half of the industry’s agricultural scientists are approaching
retirement. In 2009, the Australian university system produced 270 Agricultural
Science graduates. Industry is concerned that without intervention, there will be
insufficient graduates from the vocational and higher education sectors to meet
future industry skill and labour demand. A related concern to atrophying numbers of
4. Are there any occupations which require formal licensing or registration
agricultural science graduates is the impact this is having on dissemination of
arrangements in order to practice/perform in this occupation?
research
findings from research institutions. This is expected to have adverse
For
example:
effects on research extension into existing and new areas of research and
 Midwives
are required
with
the nurses
board to
in their
state
or territory;
regulatory
challenges,
e.g. to
theregister
sector’s
capacity
to adapt
climate
change
and

Panelbeaters
are
required
to
be
registered
or
certified
with
the
state
Motor
Vehicle
undertake sustainable practice.
Repair Industry Authority

To
a significant
degree,
the shortagewhich
in agricultural
science or
professionals
There
are a number
of occupations
require licensing
registration is
in aorder to
reflection
of a rapidly
evolving Often
industry
and
thatto
jobonly
roles,
particular
those in the
practice across
in agriculture.
they
apply
oneinstate
of jurisdiction.
science
area,
are
becoming
more
varied
as
the
industry
places
a
greater
value on
Sometimes they require a qualification of at least particular units of competency.
specific knowledge of the environment, technology and business practices. This is
not
to say that
agricultural science is no longer a desired requirement, but graduates
• Veterinary
nurses
entering
into
the industry are now choosing more contemporary qualifications to
• Pesticide
applicators
reflect
changing
needs
of industry.
growth in the following areas is now
• Some machinery
operations
- e.g.Rapid
forklifts
reflective
of where
skillsaround
formation
is occurring:• Tree workers
working
power
lines

• Food quality and safety auditors

5.
Is your
employment
expected
be accounting;
impacted by any medium-to-long term
•• Soil
science
- carbon sector
capture,
storageto
and
Fisheries
Inspector
•• Animal
pathology
biosecurity,
emergency
pest
and
disease
trends
(excluding
costs
associated
with
training,
labour
hire,response;
and international
Equine Dentists
•• Genetics
- animal
behavior,
health
anddemand
welfare;and/or supply?
sponsorship)
which
will impact
upon
Veterinarians
•• Natural
resource
management
–
sustainable
management
of which
land, water
and
Please quality
provideControllers
evidence (e.g. data source, policy
document)
substantiates
Product
vegetation;
theseTechnologists
claims.
• Food
•• Water
harvesting,
filtration systems and water cycle management;
For example:
Landscape
gardeners
•• Supply
chain
management;
and (HSAP)
 New
benchmarks
for childcare
centres will be introduced by the Australian
Health
and
Hygiene
Controllers
• Human
resource
management,
marketing
and
business
practice.
Government on 1 January 2013,
which will
mandate
increased
staff-to-child ratios
There and
are higher
regulatory
implications
for: chemical
and
pesticide and fertiliser
qualification
standards
for childcare
workers.

Skills
Formation
Involving
Higher
application;
irrigation;
animal
and Education
plant biosecurity and quarantine; animal welfare;
Demographic
Trends
and
Occupational
Out migration
The
adequate
supply
of
skilled
and
professional
workers
is aapplication
critical challenge
the care and use of animals for scientific
purposes;
the use,
and storage
facing
the Australian
AgriFoodsubstances;
industry. Inas
a recent
(2010), the Australian
of therapeutic
and controlled
well asreport
the pharmaceutical
industry.
The
demographic
profile
of the agriculture sectors will impact seriously on the
Farming
Institute (AFI)
wrote:employment outlook across these sectors. Keogh (2010:45) found that the
The following are examples of these regulatory implications on industry
examination
of age
profiles
andinmortality
rates
indicates
the following
minimum
loss
“The
increasing
difficulty
many
agriculture
are
experiencing
in securing
educated
sub-sectors:of
labour
scenarios:personnel to participate in the sector is a reflection of short-term labour supply
constraints
are a consequence of a decade of strong economic growth, but also
The Meat Industry
1.
Of
those
in agriculture
in 2008,
116,558
will be over include
the agedeclining
of 65 years
seems
to beworking
ameat
consequence
of establishments
some
long-term
factors.
For example,
processing
are
beingThese
required to employ
their
by
2018.
This figure
represents
38.1
per cent
of those
currently
working
in to the
rural
populations,
a
reduction
in
numbers
of
new
entrants
to
the
sector
due
own Meat Safety Inspectors who currently must be qualified to Certificate III in Meat
agriculture.
increasing
associated
with
owning
farm business,
and the expansion
Processingcapital
(Meat costs
Safety)
in order for
meat
to beaexported.
This requirement
is to
of
highly
paid
employment
opportunities
in
the
services
and
mining
sectors.”
be increased to Certificate IV. This may result in a shortage of Meat Safety officers,
2. The likely loss of labour from existing 2008 workers due to retirement is estimated
which will compromise export markets.
to
total
83,056discussion
workers bycontributes
2017-18. This
represents
a loss
of almost
30 supply
per cent
The
following
to the
discussion
around
graduate
toof
the existing
305,763
persons
constituting
current labour
supply. challenges
agriculture
industry
at
the
time
where
the
significant
demographic
Firearm licenses are required by Animal Control and Regulation Officers where they
facing
the industry
are partly
resulting in increased agglomeration of land holdings
are required
to euthanise
animals.

6. Please provide any other information you consider relevant evidence to support
your submission
(for example, you may know of some independent studies about your occupation that
support your advice to us).

The Senate Inquiry into Higher education and skills training to support agriculture
and agribusiness in Australia (June 2012) stated:“Agriculture and agribusiness are key employers and export earners for the
Australian economy. In 2009–10, the gross value of agriculture, forestry and
fisheries was $43.6 billion, or three per cent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The
agriculture sector also has impacts beyond the value of its production through its
support of the wider food supply chain. This includes food and beverage processing,
manufacturing, distribution, wholesaling, retailing, food services and trade. The
turnover of food and beverage processing alone is in excess of $70 billion per year.
Clearly, agriculture and agribusiness are key components of the Australian
7.
Please provide
name,
position
contact
details
of a person
your the
economy.
Despitethe
this,
a critical
skillsand
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Further comments can be provided below:

NFF recommends the inclusion of ‘Farm Overseers’ and/or Supervisor into the SOL
and/or CSOL at a matter of priority.
NFF request that the Government act upon the Senate recommendation 24 at a
matter of priority and address the problem posed to agriculture, due to reliance
upon the outdated ANZSCO series.
NFF calls upon Government to establish a mechanism to convert from a 417 visa
(WHV) to a longer-stay 457 visa, if the farm employer supports such an application.

Skills Supply and the ANZSCO Codes: Urgent Concerns
and Implications for AgriFood Industry Sustainability
By

Dr Rochelle Ball and Mark Cody

SYNOPSIS
The Agrifood Industry is an essential national industry that provides food for Australia and
contributes significantly to national exports.
The Agrifood Industry is at the threshold of a major labour and skills crisis. The ageing of the
workforce alone is serious but combined with low attraction rates and strong competition from
the resources sector, the sustainability of the industry is now under threat.
The industry has strong informal recruitment and skilling systems that do not feature in current
national skill demand surveys conducted by such agencies as DEEWR. These surveys are used to
determine skills shortages by occupation with many Agrifood occupations failing to be recorded
on national skilled occupational listings (SOL).
Agrifood Industry demand is further thwarted by current classifications and definitions
contained in the ABS ANZSCO series. The Agrifood Industry has experienced considerable skills
deepening and broadening as new technician and trade level roles become more pronounced
across the industry. These roles and the qualifications that match them are commonly not
evident within ANZSCO.
The flow on effect of the limitations within ANZSCO impact on a wide range of labour market
and migration initiatives. At the heart of these impacts is a lack of recognition of the
occupations and roles within the Agrifood Industry. Typical results have been a smaller
percentage of migrants being deployed to regional areas to work in food and fibre production
sectors and numerous industry requests for skilled migrant labour being refused on the basis of
incorrect ANZSCO classifications.
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This paper seeks to identify the main occupational changes within the Agrifood industry and the
more obvious gaps within ANZSCO.
The paper makes a number of recommendations to address the more immediate labour
shortage issues as well as recommendations for a longer term continuous improvement
program to more effectively respond to occupational change.
Without a concerted effort to record current Agrifood Skilled Labour Demand, the industry is at
risk of experiencing a contraction in production over the next five years.
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Skills Supply and the ANZSCO Codes: Urgent
Concerns and Implications for AgriFood
Industry Sustainability
The Agrifood industry is facing a crisis of labour supply and rapid industry restructuring which
directly impacts the currency of existing occupational classifications. The accuracy of the
ANZSCO Codes have and will have, an increasingly critical impact on the industry’s ability to
access labour through a variety of labour market initiatives. These include improved training
and access to training; the status and attractiveness of occupations within the industry; and the
formulation of the Skilled Occupation List and its impact on industry access to migrant labour.
The purpose of this paper is to identify the urgent need to revise the ANZSCO Codes for the
agrifood industry. As part of this process this paper provides an occupational review that will
feed directly into and support such a revision as part of the ABS Minor Revision occurring in
2012. It may also provide a more current occupational review that can be adopted for labour
market planning in advance of a later ANZSCO revision.

The Agrifood Industry Overview
The Agrifood industry provides Australia with an enviable level of food security. Australia grows
and produces over 89% of its domestic food supply and exports 80% of total gross production
value. Meeting the skill and labour needs of the industry is critical to future national food
security, sustainable industry development and ensuring robust and secure communities in
regional Australia.
The agrifood industry is made up of 180,000 mostly small to medium sized enterprises and a
workforce of more than 880,000 people, with 57% based in regional Australia. It is the single
largest employer within regional areas. The agrifood industry covers the entire food supply
chain, and makes a significant contribution to the national economy, generating more than
$200 billion each year and accounting for around 20% of Australia‘s export earnings.

Key Challenges
While labour and skill shortages face many industries in Australia, the plight of the agrifood
industries will worsen relative to other industries. The skills and labour shortages which face
the Australian agricultural sector have acute and chronic elements.
The agrifood industry is facing significant challenges to secure labour supply due to a rapid
ageing of the workforce, low unemployment rates in regional Australia, the national perception
of the relative unattractiveness of careers in the industry; significant movement of labour to
other industries such as mining; and seasonality in labour demand and supply in some industry
sectors. Serious labour shortages in the agrifood industry pose fundamental food security
challenges to Australia. The following summarises the challenges facing the agrifood industry:-
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The age profile of the workforce is a critical labour supply constraint for the rural sector. By
2018, 116,558 workers (out of a 2008 workforce of 305,763 in agriculture) will be over the
age of 65 years. Workers exiting the sector to work in the resources sector compounds this
demographic attrition.



Low rates of unemployment and underemployment in rural and regional Australia indicate
that shortfalls in labour supply due to demographic factors will not be able to be met by
pools of surplus labour in many parts of Australia. The AgriFood Skills Council 2011
Environmental Scan highlights the serious scale of labour shortages amongst both high
skilled para-professionals and professionals and lower skilled labour. The Scan further
emphasizes the acceleration in the severity of these shortages in the near future and in the
longer term.



The current number of students training in agrifood in the VET system is relatively low and
will not meet future industry skill and labour needs. Low training rates, combined with high
rates of labour departure from the sector due to portable skills, indicates that the industry
can anticipate a lower output of Agrifood Industry personnel from the current national
training system. This will simply compound the demographic profile noted above, and will
be insufficient to meet the challenge of future industry skill and labour demand.



The lack of currency of occupational descriptors under the ANZSCO has serious negative
impacts on the agrifood industry. The lack of relevance of narrow occupational descriptors
and the need to capture new and emerging skills and job roles rather than limit
the responses to outdated descriptors threatens the supply of skilled labour to the industry.
While many descriptors are still valid, occupation descriptors are becoming increasingly
more complex than skilling by occupational title requiring vastly improved job role, skill and
qualification descriptions.



For example, we are witnessing the development of a technician class of workers who have
some management responsibilities. This trend is occurring in nearly all sectors and
indicative of a shift in industry thinking towards risk management models and lean
management concepts. This is both a response to regulation and trading requirements but
also a key survival requirement for businesses having to compete in a global market.



The emergence of a chronic shortage of skills and labour is a significant concern for the
industry and strategies to address these shortages need long-term support especially
through the national migration program.



The current limitations of the ANZSCO system impact on the access of labour under the
Skilled Occupation List (SOL).
 The SOL for General Migration Purposes does not meet the needs of the agrifood
industry as it is focused on occupations, which are classified at Certificate IV level
and above. As the majority of occupations in our industry are below this level as
currently classified under ANZSCO, the structuring of the national migration
program largely ignores the labour and skills needs of the Agrifood industry.
 Under the current structure and framing of the SOL, the almost total lack of any
identified Agrifood occupations poses serious problems for the Agrifood Industry
with attendant economic and social consequences.
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Recommendations
There is an urgent need for a comprehensive national data collection to occur from which to
develop robust occupational profiles for the Agrifood Sector.
Such data will have serious implications for VET and Higher Education funding, the SOL and
broader migration eligibility for the industry. Robust, evidence based forecasting is essential to
frame policy, funding and timelines for Commonwealth education and training in the Agrifood
industry.
Following research conducted by the Australian Farm Institute (2010) study “Towards a Better
Understanding of the Future Human Resource Needs of Australian Agriculture,” the Council calls
for the following: A comprehensive revision and expansion of the current ANZSIC and ANZSCO systems. This
revision would necessarily include additional industry and occupational classifications across
the Agrifood industries, and would have embedded in it sufficient flexibility to enable
regular updating as structural and technology shifts occur in the industry;
 The development of an annual national standardised labour and skills survey based on these
revised occupational profiles. The combination of these would deliver contemporary data
which could be projected and provide more reliable forward projections on labour and skills
requirements for the agriculture sector. Such projections would take into account
demographic factors and various scenarios such as climate and the peaks and troughs
throughout the seasonal production cycle.
 The development of a consistent national standard and concordance for agricultural
production, employment and occupational statistics collection to ensure consistency and
standarisation of reporting and analyses.
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Problem Areas and ANZSCO
In many of the occupations listed for the agrifood industry, outdated skill levels have been
arbitrarily listed and thus require substantial revision. Part of the problem stems from old
notions of skills more common in the 1980’s. In those days truck drivers drove rigid trucks (large
vans), articulated trucks (single trailer) or road train. Since then we have witnessed a B Double
revolution in carrying the bulk of our freight and a huge increase in specialised freight
operations (large loads, refrigerated loads, reefers, livestock etc).
In the case of the trucking industry (which is integrated in most primary sectors) the roles have
changed with the technology and forced State and Territories to re-classify all Truck licenses by
new skill levels. ANZSCO does not adequately pick this up and assumes that truck drivers are all
at Skill level 4. Clearly some are at Skill level 3 and the 7331 group needs to be expanded to
cover the higher skill occupations.
An early issue with ASCO, which was perpetuated with the development of ANZSCO, relates to
specifying qualifications and experience for Farmers. Almost without exception it is a Degree or
5 years experience. This bears no relation to the actual experience and skills held by farmers. In
practice very few pig farmers, poultry farmers, beef cattle farmers etc hold a degree in anything.
The main determinant of skill is experience. 5 years may be suitable for some mixed farm
operations and broad acre generally but some other areas such as Apiary require much lesser
periods of experience (generally 3 years).
 Suggestion: amend all farming, horticulture, livestock farmer/grower occupational
profiles to reflect relevant experience. Check with specialist recruitment agencies, the
NFF and Horticulture Australia that the revisions accurately reflect industry experience
requirements.
In the Primary Industry sector the process of skill deepening has fundamentally changed the
majority of occupations. The new National Training Packages covering Agriculture, Horticulture,
Conservation and Land Management as well as Animal Care and Management, Seafood and
Racing all have clear links between the occupations and a new suite of qualifications. These
qualifications are an important reference tool for revising existing ANZSCO occupations and skill
levels.
The complexity associated with new growing practices (hydroponics, continuous seed trialling,
no till, perennial cropping etc) combined with high-tech machinery in cropping, growing,
harvesting and packing all point to significant job role changes. It is difficult to identify many of
these in the current ANZSCO listing and this is causing all sorts of problems with training,
immigration and industry recognition. It may even account for an understatement of actual
occupational roles within the primary industry group in census analysis.
Of particular concern is the ongoing problem rural industries face in securing any level of
workforce program support from national and State Governments due in part to poorly
collected regional data which anecdotal evidence suggests is directly related to ANZSCO.
The Primary Industry has clear occupational titles that are related to skill level and supported by
appropriate qualifications. The majority are in the Cert II/III range with the bulk of middle to
higher skilled personnel now operating at the Cert III level. In practice many industry personnel
have what can be termed a skills pyramid model with competencies that straddle several AQTF
levels ranging from Level 2 through to Level 5.
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The industry now has difficulties with a number of ANZSCO definitions that have elevated
former lower skilled occupations to technician levels. The sectors with the largest changes are
horticulture and seafood although it has also affected animal care and broad acre. There
remains clear skill segmentation in some sectors eg Wool Industry Sheep Farm Hands, Shed
Hands/Wool Handlers, Shearers, Wool Classers and Wool Buyers. However in most sectors
AQTF level 3 workers are typically covering Level 4 and 5 competencies and indeed the revised
Training Packages support this skill profile.
In broad acre operations the traditional Farmer/family model with some unskilled labour has
largely been supplanted by Farmer, Manager or Unit Managers, with contract
seeding/harvesting/fencing/agronomy support which includes a variety of specialist science and
technical staff. It is interesting to see that amongst the science occupations listed there is no
mention of an Agronomist which is a key national occupation in demand across the whole
industry.
 Suggestion: ensure that farm managers and overseers/unit managers are listed
separately and that such roles as Agronomist are separately identified as occupations in
their own right.
It is also interesting to see that a forklift driver is specified but not a tractor/header driver, an
infinitely more complex job. Modern high tech farming equipment is mostly laser and GPS
guided, some are self drive and most are huge by comparison with the dinky toy sized Massey
Fergusons that were mass produced some 60 years ago and can still be seen in some small
horticulture areas. Many of these roles are now being undertaken by contractors as farmers
increasingly do not buy the half million dollar machines that are now increasingly being used in
the industry.
 Suggestion: in Agricultural Plant Operator broaden the levels to accommodate small
plant and larger more complex plant eg include Contract GPS guided machinery
operators
Similarly the titles used in ANZSCO can be confusing. Growers and Managers are often not the
same job e.g. vegetable farmer/grower may be an office based occupation scheduling, selling,
managing logistics etc whereas the farm manager manages the actual crop production. The
absence of a defined group of technicians and managers more commonly seen in the industry
seems to be a serious omission in the whole ANZSCO series.
 Suggestion: include manager and technician roles in the major primary industry sectors
that have been identified in this paper.
From a traditional standpoint their omission is understandable but as the industry and its jobs
change, we see the emergence of a new range of occupations, which tend to fall between the
professional/managerial level descriptions and semi-skilled descriptions.
A good example is Marine Engine Driver, which is a licenced occupation at AQF Level 3, but is
not a Marine Engineer as defined. Similarly, an Animal Technician is a person who works in a
variety of animal care roles, some embedded and some quite specific, eg feedlots, high tech
piggeries etc. They may have a range of skills that have some equation to a Vet Nurse but they
have a higher level of competency somewhere between a Vet Nurse and a Veterinarian and
often with Animal Technician qualifications.
The current Technicians and Trades Workers nec 399999 is simply a far too general catch all
classification when there are specific jobs that are clearly differentiated in the major sectors.
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The lack of specificity for Agrifood occupations in ANZSCO contrasts with a number of other
industries such as education, health and manufacturing where there is much greater specificity
of major role.
As a general comment, a large number of the occupational definitions under ANZSCO no longer
reflect the skill level, the complexity of the skills (skills pyramid structure) or the actual industry
nomenclature for the Primary Industry sector in particular. Fixing this is becoming increasingly
important for migration purposes as National Food and Fibre Production is seen as an essential
national industry.
A classic example is afforded by the shift from the old Master Fisher terminology towards
defining fishers by their licence category e.g. Coxswain, Skipper 3, Skipper 2, Skipper 1 and the
industry uses these terms and the levels to determine their skill level.
In the case of irrigationists, there are several levels, a person who simply connects pipes
together on a small horticulture plot, a relatively lower skilled task which is in nearly all cases
part of a mainstream horticultural role (horticulturalist), a person who sets up irrigation lines,
positions complex equipment and estimates delivery load in conjunction with computer
controlled water management, and an irrigation designer who programmes computer systems,
designs complex water delivery systems and monitors delivery and plant growth.
The skills are markedly different at each level and are not reflected in the classifications listed
under ANZSCO. In practical terms we have a balanced supply of the first level, a shortage of the
second level and a severe shortage in the higher technician level.
 Suggestion: Look at better defining irrigation workers who perform high level tasks in
the Agrifood industry.
Clerical and administrative positions have been excluded as much of the data (partner data in
micro businesses) is not reliably recorded in the Census for primary industry sectors. This is
nonetheless important to consider as the industry has a small number of corporate type entities
and a large percentage of small to micro family businesses (in excess of 90% but declining
rapidly.)
Ideally it would be good to have a rural business administration title to cover these people
possibly under the 5619 group.
 Suggestion: consider either including a new occupation under 5121 or 5619 or
alternatively define rural business admin work under 5121.
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Industry Sectors and Major Occupational Changes
The following provides an overview of key industry sectors within the remit of AgriFood Skills
Australia and the changing nature of skilled occupations in each.

Seafood
Comprises wild catch, commercial fishing, aquaculture and post-harvest processing sectors. The
seafood industry directly employs over 17,200 people across the wild catch, harvesting and
aquaculture sectors and a further 7,200 in processing and wholesale.
Major challenges & trends
 Attracting, training and retraining workers at all skill levels
 Growing contemporary industry leaders and securing their engagement in skills and
workforce development
 Linking skill development with industry licensing and compliance requirements
 Ensuring occupational health and safety, and food safety form an integrated approach
to risk management
 Evolving job roles which require higher, often technician orientated skills
 Diffusing new practice and knowledge from research and development work into the
workforce via formal training
New and emerging skills
 Genetics, selective breeding and biotechnology
 Seafood processing, value adding, supply chain skills underpinned by new technologies
 Natural resource management
 Compliance and regulatory requirements
 Biosecurity, emergency pest and disease response
 Animal behavior, health and welfare
 Market research and marketing

Food, beverage and pharmaceuticals
Comprises food processing, pharmaceuticals and beverages and is Australia’s largest
manufacturing industry with total sales of over $100 billion. It consistently accounts for more
than 20 per cent of manufacturing industry employment and involves over 224,000 employees,
40 per cent of which are located in non-metropolitan areas. About 1,000 wineries and around
6,000 vineyards add to this picture, with the pharmaceutical sector employing approximately
14,000 workers.
Major challenges & trends
 Evolving job roles which require higher skills and/or greater breadth of skills
 Greater adoption and understanding of technology across the workforce
New and emerging skills
 Risk management skills and knowledge across all occupations
 Processing and supply chain skills underpinned by new technologies and world class
research and development
 Lean and agile manufacturing processes
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Meat
Comprises meat processing, meat wholesaling, meat retailing, small goods manufacturing and
food services. Approximately 5,800 enterprises employ around 55,000 workers and generate
GDP in excess of $16 billion per annum. Around 10,000 workers undertake Australian
Apprenticeships each year; a further 1,000 undertake higher-level training supported by
industry.
Major challenges & trends
 Lifting employee retention rates
 Up skilling existing workers to fill vacancies as 457 visa holders depart
 Developing skills and knowledge to meet changing regulator and customer
requirements
 Actively embedding career paths and rewarding job design
 Growing contemporary industry leaders to drive high quality workforce development
practices
 Lifting innovation capability and capacity of enterprises
New and emerging skills
 Skills and knowledge to address national and international standards in meat safety,
meat quality, animal welfare and specific customer requirements
 Processing and supply chain skills underpinned by new technologies and world class
research and development

Racing
Comprises three codes: thoroughbred; harness and greyhound – the ‘code’ being the breed and
type of animal which competes. While some workers are centrally employed in permanent
conditions, the majority of the 117,000 people involved in the industry are self-employed, part
time or transient (trainers, jockeys, track riders, driver and stable staff). Over 600 racecourses
and more than 22,000 small/ medium sized enterprises make up the industry, 95 per cent of
which are in non-metropolitan Australia.
Major challenges & trends
 Attracting, training and retraining workers at all skill levels
 Higher demand for and skilling of casual staff
 Growing contemporary industry leaders to drive culture change on workforce
development
 Establishing innovative and productive job roles, supported by meaningful career paths
 Embedding occupational health and safety
 Linking skill development with industry licensing and compliance requirements
 Embedding integrity operations and management training as part of an integrated
approach to improving the image and credibility of the industry
New and emerging skills
 On-going need for occupational health and safety, risk management and biosecurity
 Small business management
 Animal behavior, health, and welfare
 Track maintenance
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Agriculture, Horticulture, Conservation and Animal Care
Comprises rural production (commonly referred to as ‘agriculture’); amenity horticulture;
conservation and land management; animal care and management. Over 460,000 people are
directly employed across the sectors.
Major challenges & trends
 Attracting, skilling and retaining workers at all levels
 Creating sustainable, robust labour pools
 Building individual enterprise capability to become ‘employers of choice’
 Evolving job roles which require higher, often technician orientated skills
 Building adaptive capacity of enterprises underpinned by new technologies and world
class research and development
 Building environmentally sustainable production systems capable of delivering strong
economic returns
New and emerging skills
 Supply chain management
 Natural resource management – biodiversity, sustainable management of land, water
and vegetation
 Biosecurity, emergency pest and disease response
 High technology farm equipment operation
 Increased technician roles especially in intensive farming sectors
 Community farming management and corporate farm management
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APPENDIX 1
Primary Industry Occupations Covered by the Primary Industries Skills Council
The following occupational list identifies occupations in the Primary Industry sector (non
Forestry). These are titles used regularly in the industry sectors and in recruitment. The
translation from ASCO to ANZSCO resulted in a number of these being absorbed into other
occupational titles or not being covered in any identifiable way. Where there is not an
appropriate match there is an X listed.

General Comments
Interchangeable occupational titles:
Some titles can mean quite different things in an occupational sense. The term Wool Handler
and Shearing Shed Hand are interchangeable in terms of some shed duties and it may be better
to define the occupation as Wool Handler/Shed Hand. Similarly, the Sports Administrator
occupation is often quite different from occupations such as Race Steward, which are a key part
of the racing industry with quite different roles to mainstream administrators.
We need to identify Rural Technical representatives who fall into two main categories,
machinery and crop support (Landmark, Elders, Rural merchandisers etc) and veterinary
product support representatives (companies such as Bayer). There are quite a few people
engaged in these roles and they don’t fit easily into any existing classification.
1. Farm Managers and Overseers
Some Primary Industry management occupations appear to be omitted.
Farm Managers and Overseers are commonplace in the industry. They are not Farmers who
generally own the land or share farm the land, they are managers who work for farmers. As the
industry moves towards larger farming units, we are seeing this occupational division more
clearly defined in separate job roles.
 The ANZSCO series lists Production Managers in Forestry, Manufacturing and Mining,
not Agriculture and Horticulture.
 Suggestion: either the Forestry is reclassified as Primary Production or there are two
new classifications added to the 1335 group.
2. Agriculture Technicians
The industry has shifted over the past decade towards employing a range of Agriculture,
Horticulture and Seafood Industry technicians. Good examples are the intensive industry
sectors, which employ Piggery technicians, Poultry technicians, Animal technicians, Aquaculture
and Mariculture technicians, Botanical and Horticultural technicians.
 Since the demise of ASCO many of these clear occupational definitions were lost with
the more generic term agricultural technician being used. It is clear that this really
applies to one major sector rather than across the various industry sectors that make up
the Primary Industry group.
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 Suggestion: it may be better to describe these people as primary industry technicians
and define the various roles under that title for the discrete industries in which they
work. The alternative is to list them separately as in other industries.
3. Maritime Fishing, Aquaculture and Trading Occupations
The 2312 group does not fit the marine industry as defined occupationally, by licence or under
Fishing and Trading. The occupations other than deck crew are all licensed. They are:
Master/Skipper
Coxswain
Marine Engineer
Marine Engine Driver
However, the main fishing and marine aquaculture licensed occupations are not effectively
covered by ANZSCO. Some occupational titles differ between Australia and New Zealand (e.g.
NZ Harbour Masters) but the generic occupational titles can over both jurisdictions.
There are other trading sector occupations which are pertinent to some sectors such as Ratings,
or Ships Purser which is covered by the Ship’s Officer category.
It must be stressed that a Marine Engineer is a professional level 1 person whereas a marine
Engine Driver is the (small E) that maintains most small to medium size commercial vessels.
Their skills are limited compared to a Marine Engineer and lie at level 3.
 The Master/Skipper term relates to the new national maritime qualifications that are
dual ticket, that is able to operate fishing and trading vessels. The old terms are used to
differentiate actual experience and, to a degree, skill range. The Coxswain is also a
skipper but of small inshore vessels (oyster barges, small commercial craft such as
tourist boats) Masters and Skippers range from AQTF Level 3 through to AQTF Level 5
(Levels 3-1 in ANZSCO) depending on the size of the vessel. It may be better to
differentiate these titles to reflect actual skill levels. Currently there is a major national
shortage of skilled maritime crew necessitating immigration solutions hence getting the
definitions right is very important.
 Suggestion: Discuss with AMSA and settle on appropriate terms such as Master/Skipper
ANZSCO Level 3 covering Master 5, Ship’s Master ANZSCO Level 1 (covering Master 1, 2
and 3 and 4.)
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Occupational Title

ANZSCO

S/L

Animal Technician/Attendant
Animal Trainer
Apiarist
Agronomist 234111 too general, new code required X
Agricultural Plant Operator
Agricultural Technician
Agricultural Consultant
Ag Economist
New code required X
Ag Scientist
Alpaca Farmer
Aquaculture Farmer
Aquaculture Technician
New code required X
Aquaculture Farm Hand
Arborist
Artificial Inseminator
Beef Cattle Farmer
Beef Cattle Farm Worker
Blacksmith
Botanist
Botanical Technical Officer New code required X
Cotton Grower
Coxswain (Could be listed under master/skipper) X
Crop Farmer (nec)
Dairy Cattle Farm Worker
Dairy Farmer
Dairy Technician
Deckhand
Deer Farmer
Dog Handler or Trainer
Dog or horse racing official
Ecologist
not 139912
Emu farmer
Environment, Parks and Land Care Manager
Environment and Ag Science Professionals
Farm Hand Grain, Pasture
Farm Hand Vegetable
Farm Hand Other
Farm Overseer
1335 group new
X
Farrier
Fencer
Add a new category “Rural Fencer”
Field Crop Technical Officer
X
Fish Farmer (This is an obsolete term - see aquaculture)
Fish Hatchery Technician
X
Fisheries Compliance Officer
Fisheries Technical Officer
X
Fishing Hand/Deck Hand

361199
361199
121311
234111
721111
311111
234111
224511
234112
121399
121111
311111
841111
362212
311111
121312
841511
322111
234515

3
3
1
1
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
5
3
2
1
5
3
1
3
1
3-1
1
5
1
2
4
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
1
3
4
3
1
3
2
3
4

121211
121299
841512
121313
311111
899211
121314
361111
452318
121399
234311
234399
841213
841214
841299
322113
821311
121111
311311
899212
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Floriculturalist
Fruit and Nut Grower
Fruit, Nut and Vegetable Hand
Gardener
Garden Labourer
General Farm Hand
Goat Farmer
Grain Buyer
Grain Handler
Grain, Oilseed and Pasture Farmer
Grapegrower (see viticulturalist)
Greenkeeper
Hatchery Hand - Poultry/seafood aquaculture
Hatchery Manager – Poultry/seafood aquaculture
Herd Tester
Hide and Skin Classer
Horse Breaker
Horse Breeder
Horse and Dog Racing official
Horse Stud Manager
no relevant code
Horse Trainer
Horticultural Nursery Assistant/Nursery Hand
Horticultural Technical Officer
Hunter/Trapper
Import/Export Clerk
Irrigation Supervisor
Irrigationist/Installer
Jackeroo/Jilleroo
Station workers
Jockey
Land Care Officer
Landscape Gardener
Livestock Farmer (nec)
Livestock Farm Worker
Livestock Farm hand nec
Livestock Trader
Marine Biologist
Marine Engineer
Marine Engine Driver
Market Gardener
Master Fisher
Mixed Crop Farmer
Mixed Crop and Livestock Farmer
Mixed Livestock Farmer
Mixed Livestock Farm Worker
Mixed Crop and Livestock Worker
Nurseryperson
Occupational Diver
Orchardist

121212
121213
841211
362211
841411
841411
121315
X
X
121214
121215
362311

X
361112
121316
452318
361112
841412
841911
591212

452413
362213
362213
121399
841513
841599
234516
231212
X
231211
121216
121411
121317
841513
841611
362411
399911

1
1
5
3
5
5
1
3
3
1
1
3
3/8
3/8
3
3/5
3
1
3
3/5
3
5
3
5
4
2
2/3
?8
3
3
3
1
5
5
1/5
1
1
3/7
3/8
1
1
1
1
5
5
3
3
3/5
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Oyster Shucker (discrete job- not gen. processing)
Park Ranger
Parks and Gardens Conservation Worker
X
Pest and Weed Controller
Pig Farm Manager
1335 group - new
Pig Farmer
Piggery Technician 311111 too general
X
Plant Physiologist
Plant Propagator
Poultry Farmer
Poultry Farm Worker
Poultry Technical Officer
311111 too general
Primary Products Inspector
Race Steward
X
Rural Technical Representative
X
Sales and Marketing Manager - Rural Products
Seafood Packer
Seafood Process Worker
Shearer
Shearing Shed Hand
Sheep Farm Manager
1335 group – new
Sheep Farmer
Sheep Farm Worker
Ship’s Master/Skipper
Soil Conservationist
Soil Scientist
Soil Science Technical Officer
311111 too general
Stablehand
Stock and Station Agent
Stud Master
Track Rider
X
Turf Farmer
Vegetable Farm Manager
1335 group - new
Vermiculture Farmer
add to 121399
X
Veterinarian
Vet Nurse
Vineyard Worker
Viticulturalist
Wool Buyer
Wool Classer
Wool Handler ? Shearing shed hand
Zoologist
Zoo Keeper
Zoology Technical Officer

234314
841912
121318

121321
841514
311399
139915

832115
831313
361211
841517
212322
841515

234112
841516
611112

121218
121221
121399
234711
361311
841216
121215
639212
399917
841517
234518
361114

8
1
8
4
1/5
1
1
3
1
5
3
2
1
6
6
5
5
3
8
1
1
5
1
1
1
5
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
5
1
3
3
5
1
3
3
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SUMMARY OF AREAS REQUIRING DISCUSSION/CHANGE
Agronomist 234111 too general new code required
Ag Economist
New code required
Aquaculture Technician
New code required
Botanical Technical Officer New code required
Coxswain
(Could be listed under master/skipper)
Ecologist
not 139912
Farm Overseer
1335 group new
Fencer
Add a new category “Rural Fencer”
Field Crop Technical Officer
Fish Hatchery Technician
Fisheries Technical Officer
Grain Buyer
Grain Handler
Hatchery Hand - Poultry/seafood aquaculture
Hatchery Manager – Poultry/seafood aquaculture
Herd Tester
Hide and Skin Classer
Horse Stud Manager
no relevant code
Horticultural Technical Officer
Irrigation Supervisor
Irrigationist/Installer
Jackeroo/Jilleroo
Station workers
Livestock Trader
Marine Engine Driver
Market Gardener
Oyster Shucker (discrete job- not gen. processing)
Parks and Gardens Conservation Worker
Pig Farm Manager
1335 group - new
Piggery Technician 311111 too general
Plant Physiologist
Plant Propagator
Poultry Technical Officer
311111 too general
Race Steward
Rural Technical Representative
Sales and Marketing Manager - Rural Products
Sheep Farm Manager
1335 group – new
Ship’s Master/Skipper
Soil Conservationist
Soil Science Technical Officer
311111 too general
Stud Master
Track Rider
Vegetable Farm Manager
1335 group - new
Vermiculture Farmer
add to 121399
Wool Handler ? Shearing shed hand
Zoology Technical Officer

X
X
X

234111
224511
311111

1
1
2

821311

4

139915

1

121221
121399
841517

1
1
5

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
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